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1. Introduction 
Animals have for long been recognized as being a positive force in healing processes (Baun 
et al., 1984). In recent years, animal-assisted therapy (AAT), which makes use of the healing 
effects of animals has attracted attention (Fine, 2006). Examples of the expected results of 
this type of therapy are buffering actions for stress, improvement of sociability and 
shortening of the medical treatment period through mental healing. Thus, the introduction 
of AAT is being considered in hospitals and health facilities. However, it is difficult to 
employ AAT in such facilities because of the risks of the spread of infection from animals to 
patients and the necessity of proper animal training. 
Robot-assisted therapy (RAT), in which robots resembling animals are used instead of real 
animals, is important for patient safety (Shibata et al., 2005). Pet robots resembling various 
animals, such as the dog robot “AIBO”, seal robot “Paro”, etc., are used in this type of 
therapy. Banks et al. reported no difference between the effectiveness of a living dog and an 
AIBO robotic dog in reducing loneliness (Banks et al., 2008). Shibata et al. applied a mental 
commit robot, Paro, to RAT, and they verified that the interaction with Paro has 
psychological, physiological and social effects on people (Shibata et al., 2004; Wada et al., 
2005). In these applications, it is important that the robot imitates the motions of living 
animal, especially essential motions, such as walking, running, etc. 
However, it is difficult for the robot to walk and run like an animal because it is affected by 
various types of dynamic noise in the real world, in contrast to the ideal world. In recent 
years, many researchers have studied gait generation methods for various types of robots 
(Estremera & Santos, 2005; Kimura et al., 2005). A legged robot in the real world will have n-
DOF (degrees of freedom) for movement, and it is difficult to solve the optimization 
problem in n-dimensional continuous state/action space to generate an adequate gait 
(Kimura et al., 2001). Therefore, evolutionary approaches, such as use of fuzzy logic, genetic 
algorithms, neural networks, or various hybrid systems, are employed for gait learning and 
parameter optimization (Inada & Ishii, 2003; Son et al., 2002). For example, Chernova et al. 
generated fast forward gaits using an evolutionary approach for quadruped robots 
(Chernova & Velosa, 2004). However, these gait generation methods for legged robots did 
not evaluate the degree to which the robot's movement approximated that of a living 
animal, because they were not designed for enhancement of the effects of RAT.  
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In the present study, therefore, we attempted to generate an animal gait for a quadrupedal 
robot using a genetic algorithm and gait patterns based on zoological characteristics (Suzuki 
et al., 2007). Moreover, a questionnaire study was performed to determine an adequate mix 
of several combinations of gait velocity and duty ratio for generated gait, and thus a more 
natural animal-like gait for the AIBO was chosen based on subjective human feelings from 
among the various gaits. Furthermore, parameters of each leg were adjusted again through 
an additional optimization on the ground. 
 
2. Concept of Gait Generation 
In this research, we used AIBO (ERS-7 M2, Sony), which is a well-known quadrupedal pet 
robot, as shown in Fig. 1. AIBO has 15 joints (head and legs), 3 DOF (degrees of freedom) at 
each leg, and 31 sensors. We can construct an application to control AIBO using OPEN-R 
SDK, a cross-development environment based on the C++ language provided by Sony.  
Usually, when generating a gait for a robot, we often construct a robot model on the basis of 
dynamics. However, the dynamics of AIBO change in a complex manner depending on the 
situation in a real environment, and therefore strict modeling is difficult. Moreover, it may 
be even more difficult to define subjective human feelings for animals based on a model. 
Therefore, we generated a gait for AIBO on the basis of that of living animal and subjective 
human feelings. 
 
  
Fig. 1. AIBO (ERS-7 M2 : Sony) 
 
We attribute animal gait to that which achieves efficient propulsion. Moreover, both mono-
leg propulsion and coordinated movement of each leg realize an efficient gait. Hence, we 
attempted to generate the orbit of a mono-leg, based on an animal's orbit, which can achieve 
efficient propulsion in the real world. 
Figure 2 shows the normal gait of a walking dog. In this figure, (a) represents the dog's leg 
that is in contact with the ground and (d) represents the leg shape, which kicks out. Further, 
the start and end shapes of the leg are decided as shown in Fig. 3. However, the 
intermediary orbit in the real world is unknown. Therefore, we utilized a genetic algorithm 
(GA) (Michalewicz, 1994; Goldberg, 1989; Goldberg, 2002) to optimize the intermediary orbit 
of AIBO's leg. 
 
 
 
( a : grounding ) ( b )
( c ) ( d : kick out )
( e ) ( f )   
Fig. 2. Normal gait of a dog 
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Fig. 3. Start and end shapes of the leg 
 
3. Orbit Generation for AIBO’s Leg 
A genetic algorithm is an example of an AI program (Back, 1996) and is well known as a 
parallel search and optimization process that mimics natural selection and evolution. In the 
GA process, the search for a solution to a given problem is performed using a population of 
individuals as binary strings, which represent the potential solutions to that problem. The 
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GA is viewed as an optimization method as the iterative process of evolution toward better 
search solutions is equivalent to the process of optimizing the fitness function. The term 
“parallel,” which is used in “parallel search” above, is related to the implicit parallelism of 
GA and has been explained previously by Goldberg (Goldberg, 1989; Goldberg, 2002). This 
concept means that even though the GA processes only s individuals in the population in 
each generation, we can obtain useful processing of around s3 schemata in parallel without 
any special bookkeeping or memory requirements.  
Figure 4 shows the genes of the GA employed in the present search, which has three 
parameters (1, 2, r). Here, by studying the moving image of a dog's gait, we noted that 
there is a turning point that changes the velocity of the leg in front and behind. It appears 
that the function of the leg changes from providing support to driving. The three parameters 
(1, 2, r) represent the leg shape at this turning point, as shown in Fig. 5, and Tg is the 
grounding time [ms]. Hence, the intermediary orbit is uniquely decided by the parameters 
(1, 2, r). Briefly, the problem of generating a high propulsive orbit for AIBO's leg is 
changed to the problem of optimizing the parameters (1, 2, r). 
 
10011 01100 10111
1θ 2θ r
°− 450 °− 400 0.10.0 −   
Fig. 4. Genes of GA 
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Fig. 5. 1, 2, r and Tg 
 
The GA process is shown in Fig. 6. A population comprising a set of s individuals is used by 
the GA process to search for the target orbit in the real world. As the elitist model of the GA 
is adopted, the best sorted individual in the N-th population, designated as a vector  1N  and 
possibly representing the leg's orbit, which can realize efficient propulsion in the real world 
is selected to survive. Let us denote the components of  Nl  expressing the orbit of the l-th 
individual in the N-th generation by 1 1N , 2 1N , and r 1N .  
In this study, we prepared a board attached with a free wheel, as shown in Fig. 7, to 
evaluate the propulsion caused by mono-leg motion in the real environment. Moreover, we 
adopted the measured advance distance of the evaluation board as the fitness value of the 
 
GA search. In this evaluation system, AIBO moves the mono-leg only for one cycle based on 
the orbit represented by each individual of the population. 
The obtained fitness values  1N ( 1N ), 2N ( 2N ), …,  NS ( NS ) are sorted. Based on the 
ranking and a selection rate to die, the weakest individuals in terms of poor fitness values 
are replaced by newly created individuals. In creating the new individuals, random 
selection and random crossover are first performed. In this process, paired mates and two-
point crossover are used. Next, a random bit-by-bit mutation (exchange of 1 by 0 or vice 
versa) is performed on the individuals obtained after the crossover. This ends the N-th 
generation and the population obtained after these operations constitute the population at 
the starting point of the (N+1)-th generation. The preceding steps are then repeated with the 
individuals in population N+1 to evolve the population toward the solution.  
N-th generation
1N = [ 11N, 21N, r1N]   E1N = E( 1N)
2N = [ 12N, 22N, r2N] E2N = E( 2N)
lN = [ 1lN, 2lN, rlN] ElN = E( lN)
sN = [ 1sN, 2sN, rsN] EsN = E( sN)
...
...
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...
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sN + 1
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sN
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 Fig. 6. Elitist model searching of a GA 
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Fig. 7. Measurement method 
 
In this experiment, we prepared three normal orbits, as shown in Fig. 8, using two-link 
inverse kinematics to compare the fitness value of the orbit optimized by the above GA 
process. Figure 9 shows the result of this experiment. Further, the orbit approximating an 
animal's gait and optimized by the GA shows a high evaluation value, i.e., a high propulsive 
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process. Figure 9 shows the result of this experiment. Further, the orbit approximating an 
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force. In this GA process, the population size, selection rate, and mutation rate are 10 
individuals, 0.5, and 0.3, respectively. 
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Fig. 9. Experimental result of GA 
 
4. Quadrupedal Gait Based on Human Feeling 
As described in the previous section, we constructed the orbit of the mono-leg that can 
provide efficient propulsive force by approximating an animal's gait and optimizing GA. 
Next, we addressed the coordination between each leg, which can realize an efficient gait. 
The gaits of various animals have already been studied and analyzed in the field of zoology. 
Moreover, Alexander et al. classified quadrupedal gait on the basis of energy cost, as shown 
in Fig. 10 (Alexander et al., 1980). In this figure, the numbers near each leg represent the 
phase difference based on the left forefoot; d is the duty ratio and it refers to the grounding 
ratio. In this classification, the phase difference between a dog's walking gait and running 
gait correspond to that between the “Walk” and “Trot” gaits shown in Figs. 10(a) and (b), 
respectively. We generated the quadrupedal gait of AIBO using both the above-mentioned 
optimum orbit of mono-leg and “Walk” gait to generate an animal-like walking gait.  
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Fig. 10. Classification of quadrupedal gaits 
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Table 1. Questionnaire related to subjective human feeling 
 
In the “Walk” gait, the duty ratio generally decreases from 0.75 to 0.50 depending on the 
increment in the gait velocity. However, it is difficult to select an adequate mix of gait 
velocity and its duty ratio to cause a human observer to perceive an animal-like gait, 
because of the variable sensitivity of humans. Hence, we prepared a questionnaire study 
regarding several combinations of the gait velocity and duty ratio to determine an adequate 
mix. The results of the questionnaire study for 30 participants are shown in Table 1. In this 
table, Tall indicates the time period at motion cycle of mono-leg and includes the grounding 
time, which corresponds to Tg in Fig. 5 and is calculated as Tall x (duty ratio), and idling 
motion. This questionnaire study presented the participants with the moving image, the 
combined duty ratio of the 25 patterns, and Tall. Further, the participants assigned points 
from 1 (poor) to 5 (good, meaning the gait resembled that of a living animal) according to 
their subjective feelings regarding each moving image. Figures 11-13 show the results for 
duty ratios of 0.51, 0.63, and 0.75, respectively, for each value of Tall. Table 2 and Fig. 14 
show the median of the polling number that seems to be the average subjective human 
feelings regarding the animal gaits. 
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Fig. 14. Median of each duty ratio 
 
  
Fig. 15. Quadrupedal gait of AIBO based on animal gait 
 
  
Fig. 16. Motion verification at conference 
 
Figure 15 shows one of the animal gaits generated by the orbit of the mono-leg optimized by 
the GA, and an adequate mix of gait velocity and duty ratio based on subjective human 
feelings. In this gait, Tall is 1020 [ms] and the duty ratio is 0.63. Further, we have presented 
AIBO's gait generated by the above method at an international conference to verify the 
degree to which it approximates the natural gait of a living animal based on subjective 
human feelings (Fig. 16); we have confirmed that many viewers feel that this AIBO gait is 
fairly similar to that of a living animal. 
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Fig. 17. Walking on ground 
 
5. Modification for Dynamical Interference 
We performed further experiment using the generated gait (Fig. 15) to check the adaptability 
to interaction with ground like that shown in Fig. 17. AIBO walked forward unsteadily, and 
the motion did not resemble the gait of a living animal. It seems that the generated gait 
cannot adapt to the dynamical interference by ground reaction. 
So, we tried the additional optimization for generated gait to correct minor deviation of 
angle and timing for each joint. In this optimization experiment, the parameters (1, 2) of 
each joint generated by above-mentioned process are modified slightly in the range of ±8[°] 
by GA. In the optimizing process, the walking distance at 5 cycles of gait is adopted as the 
evaluation value of the GA. Figure 18 shows the gaits of each generation in this experiment. 
In the first half of the optimization, AIBO walked unsteadily and diagonally. However, at 
the 10-th generation, AIBO walked straight ahead stably and its gait resembled that of a 
living dog as well as the result of previous experiment (Fig. 15). 
 
6. Conclusion 
We proposed a method for generation of an animal gait for a quadrupedal robot. This 
method optimizes the orbit of the mono-leg using a GA based on the propulsive force and 
realizes the coordination of each leg on the basis of subjective human feelings. Moreover, we 
modified the generated gait by additional GA optimization to adapt to the dynamical 
interference by ground reaction. 
We checked that AIBO walks straight ahead by proposed method, however, we also 
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